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Executive summary
•

Escalation of the Russia-Ukraine conflict, and increased concerns over supply disruptions have fed
into sharply higher commodity prices, raising near-term risks for the growth and inflation outlook.

•

Assessing the growth hit from higher energy prices is complex given the multiple channels through
which the shock will operate. Estimates range from -1 to -3ppt drag on GDP depending on how
much oil prices rise. Broader disruptions to gas, food and metals will amplify the shock.

•

In this paper we outline the multiple channels through which rising commodity prices may impact
growth, and list what to watch over the coming weeks, in order to monitor growth and inflation
developments.

•

Historically, geopolitical episodes have triggered temporary price spikes in commodities that swiftly
unwind. However, the scope for sanctions to be extended further suggests there could be a more
persistent lingering risk premium.

•

Research suggests that oil price rises driven by supply factors (rather than stronger global growth)
exert a larger negative drag on the global economy. Economic and financial uncertainty, can
exacerbate the impact on consumption, trade and investment decisions at a time when inflationary
pressures are already elevated.

•

Households are already feeling the squeeze as the share of disposable income spent on energy
has steadily increased in recent months. Consumers may reign in some spending in the coming
months, although the stock of savings built up during the pandemic will act as a buffer, dampening
some of the negative impact.

•

Countries experiencing tight labour markets may be less negatively impacted. However, for many
countries, wage growth has not kept pace with inflation, and real wages have been eroded as fuel
costs surged. Thus raising downside risks for consumption over the coming months.

•

Net oil importers face a greater squeeze on consumption as the deterioration in terms of trade
erodes purchasing power. However, benefits to exporters may also be limited if revenues are
funnelled back to sovereign wealth funds rather than distributed through consumption and there is
significant damage to global growth.

•

Medium term inflation expectations remain anchored for now. However, the broader rise in raw
material costs increases the risks of second round effects. Against the backdrop of already elevated
inflation and wage growth, there is greater potential for firms and household inflation expectations
to increase.

•

Central banks face a challenging backdrop and have signalled a firm intention to prevent second
round effects taking hold. In economies where supply and demand imbalances have been
particularly acute, central banks are likely to prioritise inflation management over demand
destruction and push ahead with policy tightening amid geopolitical risks.

•

As a result, monetary and financial conditions are set to become tight over the coming year, which
will at the very least act to slow global growth below trend within our forecast horizon. There are
few historical instances where central banks have successfully landed the economy softly after
such an adjustment. The chances, therefore, that the global expansion is brought to an end
prematurely have increased significantly and it is now our second most likely scenario after our
base case.

Risks to growth from the energy shock
As policymakers joined forces to impose restrictions on Russian energy exports, concerns over supply
disruptions pushed a broad range of commodity prices higher. Alternative sources of oil such as
coordinated increase in Strategic Petroleum Reserves (SPR), a potential deal with Iran and some
additional output from OPEC may provide some relief to supply constraints, but will not be able to
provide a complete offset.
Fears of supply disruptions swiftly spread to food and metals reflecting the importance of Russia and
Ukraine in the global supply of wheat, fertilisers and key raw materials such as palladium and titanium.

In our latest Global Economic Outlook we flagged the risk of oil breaching the $125-150 range
in the event the conflict intensified, the potential impact on our growth and inflation outlook, as
well as related scenarios.
This latest shock not only comes at a time of already elevated inflationary pressures, but it is very
different to previous shocks related to the pandemic. As a purely supply side phenomenon, demand
destruction is highly likely over the coming months. The magnitude of the growth hit will vary by country
as the oil price spike will work through multiple channels.
To ascertain the impact on growth, it is necessary to consider a range of factors which will differ across
regions:
•
•

Rising energy consumption as a share of personal disposable income could start to weigh on
consumption growth over the coming months.
Curtailment of trade, further rise in input costs and heightened uncertainty all have the potential
to erode corporate margins and investment.

•
•
•

•
•

The ability of fiscal policy to support growth depends on the size and scale of further
government subsidies and support measures.
Size of the precautionary savings buffer built up during the pandemic varies across regions.
The extent to which households start to run down these savings to offset the rise in cost of
living will also vary according to idiosyncratic drivers.
The terms of trade channel will vary depending on whether the country is a net exporter or
importer of oil. Net oil exporters may benefit from a trade balance perspective, but if revenues
are funneled back to sovereign wealth funds then the benefits will not be felt through
consumption and growth.
Risk of second round effects taking hold will increase if medium term inflation expectations shift
meaningfully higher.
The policy response will prove most important. Central banks remain adamant that second
round effects will be prevented. This also raises the risk that household incomes will
experiences the simultaneous hit of higher energy and borrowing costs.

Households feeling the squeeze:
Energy consumption as a share of personal disposable income has risen sharply in recent months. The
overall share has only returned to pre-pandemic levels in the US, but the latest shock to energy prices
will undoubtedly squeeze households further. Some of the pain maybe offset by the sizeable
precautionary savings buffer built up during the pandemic.
The savings rate has declined steadily over the past year as the flow of savings normalised, however,
the cumulated stock of savings remains elevated across advanced economies. Foregone consumption,
combined with generous fiscal policy support strengthened household balance sheets during the crisis.
Meanwhile, the monetary policy response helped support real estate and financial markets, boosting
net wealth. The question now is, to what extent do households start to run down these savings in
response to the higher cost of living.

Chart 1: Savings rate has declined over the past
year…
Gross savings rate %

Chart 2: … but overall savings buffer remains
high
Cumulative savings over 2 years ($bn)
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It is worth noting that the impact of an exogenous oil shock is asymmetric, as a fall in oil prices does
not lead to an equivalent economic expansion. An oil price increase, leads to a reallocation of resources
as higher economic and financial uncertainty reduces investment. Lingering uncertainty can dampen
expansions after oil prices decline, but worsen recessions after oil prices rally. The monetary policy
response is also different, as rising commodity prices lead to policy tightening, while the reverse may
see no policy response at all.

History shows that episodes of energy price spikes have been followed by increased precautionary
savings as employment uncertainty increases. This seems less probable now given the already
elevated stock of savings, and is even less likely for countries with tight labour markets and increasing
wage pressures. In the UK for example, a survey conducted before the Ukraine crisis suggested that
almost a third of respondents had adjusted their spending patterns in response to rising energy costs.
While a quarter of those surveyed stated they had already started to spend savings (LINK) to offset
the rising costs.
Income distribution effects of the shock will also determine the overall impact on consumption. A
number of studies have found that across DM economies, the energy cost burden is much higher for
lower income households. These households also have the highest propensity to consume and a lower
accumulation of savings, suggesting the overall impact from the energy shock maybe more negatively
skewed for consumption.
Government policies to protect households from fuel poverty may also act as a buffer. A number of
measures were announced across the UK and Europe late last year during the early phase of the winter.
However the scale of the crisis in the coming weeks may prove challenging for public policy. Fiscal
support may also be needed for businesses and industries most impacted by sanctions and disruptions
to trade.
Tight labour markets, but wages are not keeping pace with inflation: Labour shortages have
plagued a number of countries, with shortages most severe in the US and UK. Workers moving off
support schemes seem mismatched to available vacancies. Behavioural changes following the
pandemic has meant labour force participation has not returned to pre-pandemic levels.
Wage pressures have increased across a broad range of sectors and skill levels, however, these are
not keeping pace with inflation pressures. There is no evidence of an inflationary wage price spiral as
longer term inflation expectations remain stable. However, the erosion of real wages as fuel prices
continue to surge, is likely to weigh on consumer spending over the coming months.
On an international scale, the impact on growth will also depend on whether the economy is a
net importer or exporter of raw materials from Russia and Ukraine. As commodity prices rise, net
oil importers experience a deterioration in terms of trade and purchasing power falls. Meanwhile net oil
exporters may benefit from a trade balance perspective, but if revenues are funneled back to sovereign
wealth funds, then the benefits will not be felt through consumption and growth. The distributive effect
of trade may dampen the growth support for net exporters.
Rise in broader input costs and raises risk of second round effects. As we have seen in recent
days, concerns over Russian energy supplies swiftly spread to other raw materials, with nickel and
palladium prices surging on fears that sanctions could spread to key metal exporters. Broader rise in
input costs could squeeze corporate margins further. If wage pressures start to rise faster than
productivity growth, then firms will come under increasing pressure to pass these costs on. Against the
backdrop of already elevated inflation, this raises the risk of inflation expectations becoming unanchored.
Central banks face a challenging backdrop and have signaled a firm stance against allowing second
round effects taking hold. So far, medium term inflation expectations remain well anchored for
consumers, corporates and markets (Charts 3 and 4), one year ahead expectations have increased
sharply, but this is in line with the historic relationship between near term expectations and gasoline
prices.
Smoothly applying the brakes to tame inflation is a difficult balancing act. Acting too slow will necessitate
more aggressive action further down the road. Consumers may face a situation of a simultaneous hit
from rising energy and borrowing costs.

Chart 3: Consumer surveys show longer term
inflation expectations remain stable
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Estimating the growth impact:
Overall it is very difficult to provide a rule of thumb estimate for the growth impact given the multiple
channels through which the shock will operate. In the wake of the Arab Spring in 2011, the rise in
energy prices were followed by a number of studies examining the potential impact on global growth.
Estimates from the OECD’s Global Model suggested a $10 increase in the price of oil could
reduce activity in the OECD area by 0.2 ppts in the second year after the shock. These estimate
did not include the impact of dynamic effects such as balance sheet repair on households and
corporates, however, for many DM economies, these remain in much healthier shape today than they
were in 2011, recovering from the GFC.
JP Morgan modelled scenarios specifically tailored to the impact of Russian oil sanctions. A complete
shut-off of Russia’s 4.3 mbd of oil exports to US and Europe is estimated to shave off 3ppts from global
GDP. The results suggest that alternative sources of oil supply will provide an offset for oil, but neither
the OECD or JP Morgan study cover the impact of natural gas supply.
Table 1: Oil shock scenarios

2022

Sanctions on natural gas exports will prove more problematic, as there are no immediate alternative
sources of supply. The impact will be most severe for Europe given the reliance on Russian gas supply.
The European Commission have agreed to reduce Russian gas imports by around 70% over the rest
of this year. It is possible to source alternative LNG and natural gas but a higher price may be required
to attract LNG cargoes away from other countries. The scale of the price rise will likely depend on Asia
demand and decisions made regarding their energy needs and inventories.
Around 13% of the replacement is attributed to wind and solar sources and assumes a faster roll out of
capacity. Even if this ambitious target is achieved, supply is notoriously intermittent and weather
dependent.
What to watch for the energy shock
Assessing the impact of the commodity price shock on growth is complex and varies across countries.
But there are a number of waymarks that can be tracked to provide early signals for the direction and
magnitude of any impact.
Developments across commodity markets will obviously be critical to watch. Energy and wheat
prices have pulled back from the recent highs on speculation of increased supply from OPEC, and a
USDA report which revised global crop yields higher as Australian and Indian exports were predicted
to rise. Waymarks will rely heavily on some of the supply and demand data listed:
•
•
•
•
•

OPEC oil supply decisions.
LNG and natural gas inventories and demand across Asia, as Europe will need to compete
for alternative supplies.
Potash supply for fertilisers, from alternative key producers such as Canada, China and
Germany.
Wheat stockpile estimates.
Palladium – used by autos and semiconductor sectors. Russia accounts for 44% of global
supply, so this is hard to digest. However, alternative supply across South Africa (36%),
Canada and US (14%) should also be monitored.

Early signs of the growth hit are likely to be seen in consumer spending patterns.
•
•
•

Changes in high frequency credit and debit card spending data will provide some early
signals of behavioural shifts
Monthly consumer confidence and retail spending measures.
Changes in monthly stock of household savings, a potential buffer for consumption.

Any signs of inflation expectations becoming unanchored.
•

Measures of medium term inflation expectations across consumer and business surveys and
as well as inflation breakevens.

Changes in labour market dynamics
•
•
•

Labour force participation rates, inflation pressures may speed up post pandemic return to
work
Vacancy rates
Measures of wage growth and monitoring for signs of more aggressive wage negotiations.

Possibly the most important of all the indicators will be central bank communication. So far the
signal has been very clear, and firmly focused on prioritising inflation. However, this is a fine balancing
act. Braking too slowly could require more aggressive policy action further down the road and amplify
recession risks and market turmoil.
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